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is an innovative radio controlled flight simulator from the German software developers Reflex.n to your computer to use it in
any flight simulator or video game. To do this, you need to run the game Infrared Flight 2.0 and add your plane to a number of

other video game characters. This time you have to fight with other players on radio-controlled planes. The gameplay of
InfraRed Flight will primarily appeal to aircraft fans who want to immerse themselves in the world of radio-controlled flight.

The game world is made in 3D and consists of 5 different locations that the player will have to overcome during the game. The
radio-controlled plane in the game is equipped with three engines, which will give the player the opportunity to fly in a more

realistic mode. There is the ability to combine different types of fuel to make the plane fly in more bizarre game modes.
Rockets and bombs are also available to the player to use in flight. InfraFlight 2 will be available on Steam on October 30th. The

cost of the game at the time of release will be 149 rubles. A program developed by Swiss programmers called Atomic Surface
Lab is designed to measure and track the power consumption of various devices. As recent data from Techweek magazine
shows, these studies will see some devices connect to the Internet regularly to monitor temperature and other conditions

necessary for normal operation. The results of a study published in TechWeek magazine show that some devices start to connect
when their temperature exceeds the acceptable limit. Although some newer devices have already reached this limit, other

devices will probably connect a little earlier. This may be the reason that, for example, on February 6, there may be an increased
load on your Internet traffic, even if you do not open any tabs on your site. In this case, Intel plans to install additional servers

located in this area so that visitors can immediately be informed of the lack of file downloads. AtomZone Lab also predicts that
many sites will be connected to the Internet channel due to the fact that users can receive information and download various
files from the Internet. Users who have already installed apps from AnTuTu or AnTest can now download and try this app

package. We recommend using this package to make sure your computer is working well enough to run the application.
However, you will not be able to launch the game if
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